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FDIC AOOPI'S REVISIONS 'ID IEVERAGE CAPITAL STA.NIWID 

'lhe FDIC's Board has agreed to revise the agency's "leverage capital" 

requirements that . ensure that a portion of a bank's existing assets and future 

asset growth will be furrled by c,..iners' equity and not just by insured deposits. 

'!he FDIC's existing leverage ratio requirements have not been substantially 

changed since they were adopted in 1985. 'lhe revisions are intended primarily 

to bring the definition of capital urrler the leverage requirements oore closely 

in line with that used in risk-based capital guidelines that went into effect 

at year-e:rrl 1990. 'lhe two starn.ards are significant neasurements of capital 

adequacy. 'lhe leverage ratio compares capital to total balance sheet assets, 

while the risk-based ratio compares capital to risk-weighted assets and 

off-balance sheet activity in order to make capital levels oore sensitive to 

the risk profiles of irxtividual banks. 

In general, the revised leverage capital rule combines a oore narrow 

definition of capital with a lower minimum acceptable ratio of capital to 

assets. As such, the net effect should be reduced confusion aver the 

definition of capital but little, if any, change in mininrum capital standards. 

'!he FDIC noted that the leverage requirement is only a minimum standard. 

Most banks are expected to, an::l generally do, have capital well above the 

minimum. 

'!he FDIC's new leverage capital rule is consistent with measures recently 

adopted by the other federal regulatory agencies an::l is substantially the same 

as an FDIC proposal issued for public a::mirrent last September. 
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'Ihe revised rule will cq::ply to the cq::proxima.tely 7,500 state nornnember 

banks and 500 savin;Js banks that the FDIC supervises. However, the rule also 

will affect other depository institutions that file cq::plications with the FDIC 

or that are dee.med to be in an unsafe or unsour:rl contition. 

Um.er the previous rule, FDIC-supervised banks needed to maintain "primary 

capital" of at least 5.5 percent of total assets and "total capital" of at 

least six percent. Primary capital included c:x:m:tr>n stcx:::kholders' equity, all 

forms of perpetual preferred stc.x::k, the entire allowance for loan and lease 

losses, and limited am:iunts of marmtocy convertible debt. "Secorrl.acy 

capital," 'Which also could be used to neet the total capital requirement, 

included subordinated debt and limited-life preferred stc.x::k. 

Um.er the revised leverage stan::1ard, banks will have a sirgle, more narrov, 

definition of capital. In ItDSt instances, this "Tier 111 or "core" capital will 

consist of ccmron equity capital minus all intargible assets other than for 

limited amounts of p.rrchased mortgage servicirg rights. Amon:J the iterrs 

excluded from the more narrov, definition is a bank's loan loss allowance. 

'!he ItDSt highly-rated banks in tem.s of safe and sourrl operations that are 

not anticipatirg or e:xperiencirg significant gn:M:h will be required to neet a 

minimum Tier 1 leverage capital ratio of at least three percent of total 

assets. All other banks nust have at least 100-to-200 basis points above this 

three percent minim.nn (i.e., at least fa.tr percent). A state nornnember bank 

that is belcw the minim.mt leverage requirement will be dee.med to be en;Jagirg in 

an "unsafe or unsourrl practice" that could trigger enforc::erent action unless 

the bank complies with a capital plan awroved by the FDIC. Arr:/ FDIC-insured 

bank or savin;Js association with less than a two percent Tier 1 leverage 

capital ratio will be considered to be in an ''unsafe or unsourrl contition" that 

could lead to the tennination of deposit insurance unless the institution 

complies with an FDIC agreerrent for increasirg capital. 

'!he rule will take effect 30 days after ~irg in the Federal Register. 
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